
INTERNATIONAL DEAF LAWN BOWLS FEDERATION 
 

Condition of Play 2019 
 

1. LAW OF THE GAMES 
All games shall be played under the Laws of the World Bowls Crystal Mark 3rd Edition 
(WB). 

 
2. ROUND ROBIN 

All matches will be played on a ‘Round Robin’ basis, i.e. Countries playing each other 
in all events. 
 

3. SUBSTITUTE/JURY OF APPEAL 
The Fours, Triples, Pairs and Singles competition will be played throughout by the 
competitors whose names appear on the scoreboard for the first game. 
 

The Team Manager cannot play either morning of afternoon games but may 
substitute if there is any two players illness. 

 
(a) The two players can play one of either morning of afternoon games and may 

substitute if there is any one-player illness. 
 
(b) The Manager of the team may himself/herself substitute 
 
(c) The Manager of the team call, upon a player from his/her National Association 

who is present at the tournament to substitute. 
 

(d) The Organising Tournaments Committee of the host Country shall provide a 
substitute request of and to the requirement of the Jury of Appeal. 

 
(e) Where an accredited player in a Singles event is unable to play in a 

subsequent round to the first in which he/she is accredited owing to illness, 
the defaulting player will forfeit the game to his / her opponent with 9 shots be 
awarded to the opponent. 

 
It must be understood however, that a substitute in terms of the foregoing may only be 
utilised if the Jury of Appeal is satisfied that the player to be substituted in genuinely 
unable. The substitute player must not be permitted in the position of Skip. 

 
4. Restricting the movement of players during play: 

 
Singles game: the opponents: after delivery of their third and fourth bowls. 
 
Pairs game: the leads: after delivery of their third and fourth bowls; after 
   the skips: after delivery of their second, third and fourth bowls. 
 
Triples game: the leads: after delivery of their second bowls;  
   the seconds: after delivery of their second bowls; 
   the skips: after delivery of each of their bowls. 
 
Fours game: the leads; after delivery of their second bowls;  
   the seconds: after delivery of their second bowls; 
   the thirds: after delivery of their second bowls; 
   the skips: after delivery of each of their bowls. 
 
If a player does not meet the terms of this law, law (Possession of the rink) will apply. 



 
5. BELL/FLAG 
 

A bell/flag is to be used 5 minutes before the time is fixed for the start of each session. 
Any player arriving at the green more than fifteen minutes after the official starting time 
shall forfeit points for the game. 
 

6. TOSS 
 

The Manager who wins the toss in a side game will apply to all teams. The winner of 

the toss is to have the option. In all subsequent ends, the winner of the proceeding 

scoring end should place the mat and then deliver the jack and the bowl. 

7. TWO TRIAL ENDS 
 
Two trial ends only will be allowed for all games but only two bowls per player will be 
played except in the case of Singles, four bowls per player may be allowed with the 
express approval of the organising committee if it considers time permits. 

 
8. SCORECARD 

 
The final scorecard shall be signed by both players in the Singles and both Skips in the 
Pairs, Triples and Fours and returned to the Match Official at the conclusion of each 
game. In case of Singles, the scorecard shall also be signed by the marker, and in the 
case of the Pairs, Triples and Fours, and also the Umpires. 
 
Errors in the result of any scorecard that has been signed by the participating 
players/teams will not be amended due to the impact on other results. All signed 
scorecards will be taken as final. 
 

9. GAMES 
 
Singles Competitions: Four Bowls played each alternately. 
Games will be 21 shots up. No time limit. 
 
Pairs Competitions: Four Bowls played each player corresponding team member 
alternately as Lead and Skip. 
Games will be 18 ends. No time limit. 
 
Triples Competitions: Three Bowls played each player corresponding team member 
alternately as Lead, Second and Skip. 
Games will be 15 ends. No time limit. 
 
Fours Competitions: Two Bowls played each player corresponding team member 
alternately as Lead, Second, Third and Skip. 
Games will be 18 ends. No time limit. 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 

  



ALLOCATION OF POINTS 
 

(a) Singles, Pairs, Triples and Fours: Three points for win. One point for a 
Tie. 

 
(b) Overall Nation Winner: The nation obtaining the greater number of 

point all four competitions. In the event points being equal, the nation 
with the highest number of winning shots after losing shots have been 
deducted, shall be winner. If points and margins be equal then the 
winner shall be declared on the highest percentage over all events. 

 
(c) The victory decision shall be awarded to the player or team producing at 

the end of series, the large number of points. 
 

(d) Where points are equal then the aggregate shots scored against each 
player or team shall be subtracted from the aggregate shots scored by 
each player or team. The player or team with highest number of winning 
shots shall be declared the winner. 

 
10. NO TESTING OF BOWLS 

 
There will be no testing of bowls. An umpire will be appointed by, or on behalf of, the 
Controlling Body for the competition. The umpire will make sure, before the game starts 
that all bowls have clearly visible, valid World Bowls Stamp with beyond current year 
imprinted on them. 
 

11. HEARING DEVICES 
 
No hearing devices permitted to be worn on greens after the trial ends are completed. 
Contravention of this will result in forfeiture of the games concerned. ISCD rules apply. 
Penalty will be breaking the rules, after 3 ends, the offending team will be disqualified 
and it will be awarded to the opponent team. 
 
Team Managers are responsible for checking every player to take down their hearing 
devices 
 
The score will award –  Three points awarded 

Singles: 21 shots for, 12 shots against (shot margin of plus 9) 
    Pairs: 18 shots for, 10 shots against (shot margin of plus 8 
    Triples: 15 shots for, 9 shots against (shot margin of plus 6 
    Fours: 18 shots for, 10 shots against (shot margin of plus 8 

 
The score will award –  No points awarded 

Singles: 12 shots for, 21 shots against (shot margin of minus 9) 
    Pairs: 10 shots for, 18 shots against (shot margin of minus 8) 
    Triples: 9 shots for, 15 shots against (shot margin of minus 6) 
    Fours: 10 shots for, 18 shots against (shot margin of minus 8) 

 
12. UMPIRES 

 
Any player must not speak or involved with umpire. The Umpire is final decision and no 
further will be discussed. The penalty will be applied. 


